The Air University (AU) Teaching and Learning Center (TLC) is the focal point for activities related to the enhancement of teaching and learning at AU. We provide resources, expertise, guidance and facilities to increase the ability of faculty to teach and students to learn.

News

- The Writing Commons tutoring program is in full swing! We have added two new volunteer faculty tutors from IOS, Dr. Victor Mbodouma and Mr. David Villarreal. To set up a virtual tutoring session visit our website or click here.

- LinkedIn Learning! This is just one of the great resources available from the TLC. We have a limited number of licenses providing access to this valuable tool. Contact us at 953-5454 for more information.

Events

Tuesday's at 10am via Teams

- 1 Sep – Enhancing Your Educational Experience with MS Surface Hub, Dr. Kelly Jewell-Glasscock & Ms. Lillist Watson
- 8 Sep – Flipped Classroom/Flipped Learning, Drs. Lisa Zanglin & Patricia Payne
- 15 Sep – Understanding Rubrics, Dr. Lisa Zanglin
- 22 Sep – Experiential Learning, Dr. Patricia Payne
- 29 Sep – Theories of Motivation, Dr. Kelly Jewell-Glasscock

SME Talks

View this previous SME Talk from the vault, Artificial Intelligence for the Classroom, by Dr. Anthony Gould & Maj Scott Van De Water.

Learn Tech Tours offer educators at AU a venue to gain experience with an array of educational hardware, software, and “gadgetry” benefiting the learning enterprise. Here is one from the archive, Classroom Interactive Digital Display System (CIDDS) by Mr. Doug McCarty.

Follow us on Twitter @AirTeaching.

Faculty/Student Support

Dealing with Virtual Fatigue?
Here are some tips to deal with virtual fatigue. While work and school commitments dictate our schedule, we can plan our day to create structure and build in necessary transition times and mental breaks.

Join the TLC’s Virtual Teaching and Learning channel for more information.

1. Write out your schedule for the day.
2. Create an agenda for meetings and classes.
3. Limit sessions to 45 minutes even if you meet again after a 10-minute break.
4. Schedule a break every two hours to include stretching, getting outside for a short walk, or just getting outside to breathe fresh air. If you can’t get outside, “mute your video” and stretch or get a cup of coffee or water.
5. Resist the urge to multi-task in meetings.
6. Let everyone know (or ask) when and if video on is required.
7. Use and encourage plain, calming, or blurred backgrounds.
8. Use voice recognition software.
9. Keep at least 6-inches away from computer screen. Adjust brightness or invert colors within two hours of bedtime.
10. Schedule time away from technology – a few hours or a whole day.
11. Watch Yale’s Dr. Laurie Santos on Well-Being During Covid-19.
12. Reach out to your colleagues and share these tips!

Register now for the 13 Oct 20 virtual Joint PME Scholarship of Teaching & Learning Forum.

TLC Facilities

Our facilities are now open for reservations at 50% capacity. Go to Events Calendar to see what events are currently scheduled. Click HERE for more info about our spaces.